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FcG. 4. Comparison of the anatase to futile reaction boundary obtained in opposed 
anvils apparatus wiLh lhal of hydrothermal results of Tu and Osborn. 

that the An-Ru transition temperature for TiO~ is as low as this or that 
anatase and brookite are everywhere metastable? In the hydrotherma l 
runs using the ammonia-containing gel it is evident a portion of the 
charge crystallized to rutile at 373°C. Is this of greater importance 
than the persistence of anatase for al most 17 days at 400°C at the same 
water pressure in the same kind of sealed capsu le? 

This brings up the discrepancy between the results of Tu and Osborn 
and our hydrothermal work with anatase. It was fou nd on examination 
that the main diJIerence in procedures is the former used open envelopes 
so that the sample is in contact with the entire fluid contained in the 
stainless steel test tube "bomb", whereas we used samples sealed in to 
platinum capsules with a limited amount of water and thus separated 
from the pressure fluid. In the "open" system the Ti02 recrystallizes in 
a fluid in wh ich the pO" is buffered by fe, Ni and Cr oxides lining the 
cavity. In the sealed capsules the pO~ is determined by the composition 
in the capsule and by difiusion of H through its wall. 

It is significant that a buffering mechanism also is available in the 
wafer assembly used with the opposed anv ils because of the nickel and 
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iO in contact with the sample. Furthermore, fine cracks developed 
under pressure in the enclosing Pt- l O% Rh fo ils expose the sample to 
buffering by Fe, Co and other oxides on the anvil faces . It is believed 
that closely related buffering mechanisms might accoul1 t for the effective 
agreement on the An-Ru boundary as given by Tu and Osborn and 
our opposed anvil results. 

To this point our findings support a phase diagram for Ti02 approxi
mated by Figure 1 in which fields of anatase, II and rutile coalesce at 
a triple point. Because of the inability to reverse reactions along the 
boundaries, the equilibrium positions must be at lower temperatures 
but not necessarily to the extent indicated by the sealed-tube hydro
thermal and gel-type runs . Furthermore, the failure to crystallize brook
ite under any of the many conditions in which anatase or rutile were 
formed leads us to view it as a metastable phase which is also dependent 
on compositional variations. 
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